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Scientific Experiments
 Complex 
 Several steps
 Several activities in the real world or cyberspace.
 Several people
 New technologies and entities
Reproducibility
 Understandibility
 Data Provenance
 Non computational and computational part of 
an experiment.
Non-Computational Parts
Computational Part
Aim
 Connect all these parts together.
 Semantically describe the provenance of the 
complete execution of a scientific experiment in 
a structured form using linked data
Provenance-based Semantic Approach
 The REPRODUCE-ME ontology extended from W3C 
vocabulary PROV-O and P-Plan.
 describe a scientific experiment along with its steps, 
input and output variables and their relationship with 
each other.
 The ontology is here: https://w3id.org/reproduceme
Provenance-based Semantic Approach
ProvBook
  An extension of Jupyter Notebook, to capture and view the provenance over 
the course of time. 
ProvBook Difference
https://w3id.org/reproduceme/research/
 Difference between input and output of each execution.
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 Questions???
 Find more information here:
 https://w3id.org/reproduceme
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